INSTALLATION NOTES
iPad CONVERSION KIT - MODEL 241 049a
Thank you for buying this mount from us. We try to take great care with,
and are proud of, the fit, finish, and build quality of our products. If you
find that the the quality of anything you see in this kit is not satisfactory,
we would like to know about it.
These notes are intended to accompany the exploded parts diagram. Please
read them thoroughly and review the diagram before beginning to
assemble your mount.
We suggest the following assembly sequence:
1. Before you begin, please make sure your kit is complete: There
should be 2 aluminum pieces - a bent arm and a replacement AMPS
plate - and two allen keys. You will be re-using the hardware from
your existing mount, so don’t lose it! The remaining hardware you
need comes with the iPad cradle. Once you have confirmed that all
the parts are there, we recommend the following assembly sequence:
2. Please refer to the exploded view that accompanies these Notes and
remember you are only replacing the iPad Arm (#14) and the iPad
AMPS Plate (#10).
3. Remove your existing GPS cradle from the old AMPS Plate. I suggest
you keep all your old parts and related hardware somewhere where
you can find them again.
4. Remove the old AMPS plate from the Plate Mount (#3) and replace it
with the iPad AMPS Plate.
5. Remove the old Arm and replace it with the iPad Arm.
6. The iPad is heavy! Although you never need to tighten the Button
head screws (#9) very much, make sure the flared fittings are secure
before you go fly. Move your yoke through its full range of motion
to make sure your setup does not interfere with anything.
No set of instructions can substitute for common sense. It is the sole
responsibility of the owner/operator of the aircraft to place this mount
and secure the unit so that it will not interfere with the aircraft's
operating controls and safety devices, or cause damage or personal injury
in the event of an accident or turbulence. Do not mount your device where
the pilot or passengers are likely to impact it in an accident, collision, or
turbulence. This mounting hardware is not warranted against turbulence,
collision damage, or related consequences. After installing your mount,
make sure that the aircraft flight controls are free and clear and that
the device, the mount and wiring do not cause any interference with the
flight controls.
Please write to us at fax@angerole.com with any questions you may have.
Good luck and enjoy!

